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Liquid film migration (LFM) in liquid phase sintering

classically involves a large metastable liquid volume adjacent

to solid, and migration occurs at an isolated solid-liquid (S–

L) interface. Constitutional liquid film migration (CLFM),

discovered in alloy 718, has major characteristics similar to

those of LFM, except that the metastable liquid is from the

constitutional liquation of precipitates on the grain

boundary. The similarity between LFM and CLFM has led to the

theory that coherency lattice strain responsible for LFM is

also responsible for CLFM.

The coherency strain hypothesis was tested in this study

by evaluating whether the Hillert model of LFM would also

apply for CLFM. Experimental results of CLFM in alloy 718

showed that migration velocity followed the trend predicted by

the Hillert model. This indicates that the coherency strain

hypothesis of LFM also applies for CLFM and

lattice strain responsible for LFM is also

for CLFM.

that

the

the coherency

driving force

ii



Constitutional

successfully sought

experimental results

liquid film migration was also

in a Ni-16%Nb binary alloy. The

showed that migration velocity varied as

a function of isothermal holding time, following the trend

predicted by the modified Hillert model for samples

precipitated at each of the aforementioned temperatures. This

result was taken as proof of the validity of the coheuency

strain hypothesis of LFM for CLFM.

The peak

precipitation

migration velocity was found to be

temperature. A lower precipitation

affected by

temperature

yielded a larger interface ccjncentration difference and hence

a higher lattice strain in the diffusion layer ahead of the

migrating interface.

concentration gradient

migration velocity.

experimental evidence

The higher strain causes a larger

across the liquid film and thus a peak

Handwerker’ s model and related

have suggested that the peak velocity

varies with lattice

experimental result

strain in a parabolic manner for LFM. The

in this dissertation demonstrated that

:his was also the case for CLFM.

hypothesis of LFM also holds for

Thus, the

CLFM .

coherency strain
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CHAPTEFL 1.

INTRODUCTION

;.. ziffusion Induced Grain-Boundary Migration
.FjJm Migrati OII

Diffusion induced grain-boundary migration

and Liquid

(DIGM) is a

:K,cent]y discovered phenomenon initially associated with

..,--vcrystalline thin films in electronic materials (l-3) .:.-. The

~:crost.ructural features which distinguished DIGM from the

curvature diriven migration processes were an increase in grain

::~undary surface area as a result of the migration process,

~.;qrationaway from the center of curvature, and the formation

s: a solid solution zone hlehind the migrating boundaries.

Liquid film migration (LFM ) can be qualitatively

c~nsidered a variant of the DIGM process if the grain

:s replaced by a li~id film. Li~lid film migration

z:: of the microstructural features associated with

~act, in the li~id Sintering of Mo-Ni systems (~),

~~GM were found to occur simultaneously, indicating

boundary

exhibits

DIGM. In

LFM and

that the

driving force for the two prc>cesses might be the same.

Thermodmamically, however,, there are differences between DIGM

and TPY. In LFM, the solute concentration in the matrix at

‘he sol~ld-liquid (s-L) interface is related to the equilibrium

1



--::..-::: on coefficient of the

-~c and liquid results::--

;- a binary alloy, the:....,-..

2

solute. The simultaneous presence

in a loss of degree of freedom,

solid and liquid concentrations

: ,,. fixed by the appropriate tie-line at the existing

in DIGM the matrix solute concentration

is less constrained since the grain

can exist over a wide range of

.~.positions at any given temperature.

-. Coherency strain hypotheses for liquid film migration

A driving force coupling the migration of the liquid film

:ie transfer of solute

.::;acext matrix should

atoms from the liquid film to the

exist during migration. Several

‘“:->3:heseshave been proposed for the driving force for

-...gracion during LFM

zhe experimental

“;“.zZZhesis... (6). The

:..qnF;
--.--AptiOII of this

....
< hypothesis..----

and DIGM (5). The one that explains many

observations is the coherency strain

following

hypothesis

sections are devoted to the

and two models derived from

DWERKER ‘S MODEL

According the coherency strain hypothesis, the lattice

-:.- -
--z~~sion of solute into the matrix is very slow relative to

.5zlti:ediffusion along the liquid film, as well as across the

l~guid film. The relatively S1OW lattice diffusion causes a

‘~~u~e-rich and volume-constrained diffusion layer on each

slae of the li~id. The lattice parameter in this constrained

‘iffusion layer varies with solute concentration according to



3

-,
“,’*>saI-c .s law. Ther(?fore, lattice strain exists in this

--------ained diffusion layer due to the composition change.,..----

,........s diffusion layer is ‘said to be “coherently strained” with

.:.+-.~,azrix in the sense that the lattice bonding between the

-.-.ained diffusion layer and unstrained matrix....--

....-..-indous. In this model, coherency is maintained

....i~usion of solute from the liquid film into the

ti;r:ngmigration.

remains

during

matrix

Cahn (7) has calculated the strain energy for a coherent

.-~rfacelayer of composition, C~, and lattice pa~ameter, a, on

:1 sclid of compositicm, CO, and lattice parameter, aO. The

.:.:ainenergy was calculated by calculating the work required

.-.. elastically deform a slice of material so it can be added

‘Therently to a solid with a different lattice parameter, as

,“:;3.#.Tiin Figure 1.

If the composition change is normal

.._~...,..-rection) , the surface layer must

...va~z of...-

5=(a-aO)/a0

..-.. ‘Che plane of the surface (the y and

to the surface (the

be subjected to a

[1]

z directions) . The

~efc)rmation required to produce this strain is done in two

~reFs: first, the surface layer is deformed hydrostatically to

~ro~l~ce the required strains in the y and z directions;

second, the stress in the x direction is allowed to relax

reversibly, whils the sides of the surface layer parallel to

:he x direction are clamped. This deformation is, thus,a plan



a
,0,1

,/ :1
:1

f“ :1 \~o.,1

\

:1
/

I I ,-; - :!
I 1:1‘1-’ i:I

/;.
; 1s 1:I 8

I ..i;
1:I

A
I ..- , $

z /
i A’ ‘-. I;l
,l,’;-O ‘\

Yx
& w

\

y:
0“

,/’

~~~.1--Schematic of coherency lattice strain model (Ref. 7) .

4



; ia?.e strain. For

..

cubic crystals, the ccherency strain energy

6. z>herent =elastic energy = ael

.,-=..,.._.

Y=E/ (1

e=E e2 = Y(fi)52 [2a]

–u) , [2b]

-o-~ se:A---- is the elastic stress, e is the elastic strain, Y(=)

....- .a12 orientation-dependent elastic modulus, and 5 is the

:a::ice strain. For elastic isotropy, E is Young’s modulus and

~s poisson’s ratio. If stress relaxation occurs, the

~ag~.itudeof 5 will be reduced. In particular, 5 equals zero

.-.. ~he diffusion layer is completely unstressed (o = O) due

~: plastic flow or chemical homogeneity or because the lattice

;arameter does not vary ‘with composition.

The strain 5 is related to compositional variation

~~.rough the lattice parameter a. of the unstrained solid of

d’:erage composition Co. Taylor’s expansion about Co yields

a= aO [1 +:rl(C-CO) + ...1 [3a]

a?<

6 = (a-aO)/ao = q(C~-CO), [3b]

‘.~:nereQ = (da/dC)/a(CO) = dlna/dC and the derivatives are

e\’alu~ted at co; q beccmes a constant when the change in

-a~~icceparameter with composition is constant (Vegard’s law) .

~herefore, when neglecting higher order terms, the strain 5

can be expressed as a

Substituting Eq.

Equation [4] expresses

function of composition C~.

[3b] back to Eq. [2a] yields Eq. [4].

the dependence of the strain energy in

I



b

‘~~usion layer as a- function of composition Cs (7) :.:-..:::--

f coherenc =Y(n)r12(C~-CO)2. [4]

~a~che and Cahn (8) have recently derived the conditions

. . e~~ilibrium between binary liquids and planar,. . non-

-~-i~os~atically-stressed solid solutions by the simultaneous

.L::on of two equations for the concentrations of each

; :’.3se.These thermodynamic expressions have been modified to

-.,.luciethe.-,-.

,.-..:-4..:-----bria.

‘:ratiientin

.<:l;ds, the

“reazed as a

effects of curved interfaces on interracial

On the basis of the calculated composition

the liquid film between two stressed and curved

kinetics of liquid film migration have been

boundary-value diffusion problem (9,10).

For a curved and stressed solid in equilibrium with a

:?~id, the free energy of the solid is (8,9)

f total=f chemical +f ..herent+ f curvature f [51

‘.,.’~neref.kalc~lis the chemical free energy, fcUnatUr~is OX, o is.

.‘-...e isotropic solid-liquid interracial energy, x is (l/rl +

r,), and r ~ and r z are the signed principal radii of

~’~rvatureof the interface. The equilibrium concentrations of

~~-~soiid and liquid can be derived as outlined below.

For dilute solutions, the equilibrium conditions for a

s~~essed and curved solid in contact with a liquid are (a)

and



7

.2-’ .7s(I-–&)+VmY(ii)n2(Co2-(-~)2)+2xo=Pj’~+RTlnY~(l-—d)........, [6b].

,:: an unstressed and planar solid in contact with its:..

-;:....,zhe equilibrium conc[itions are

Y;(5 0,1 Y:(s
c,=

~: c“s-RTln–-LJ2 ’111-& ’l+RTln
Y;(l-&) Y;(l-d)

[7a]

.

u~’s+RTlnYj(l-&)=PzO’J+RTlnYj(l-C1) [7b]

components are labeled 1 and 2, as in Figure 2; T is

.,. ,.. te.~,aerature, Ui”’s and u ‘:1 are the standard chemical

...-ials.‘,.-+ and yio’sand y iO’lare the activity coefficients of

,,.,.ltk component in the sol~Ld and liquid, Cs and C1 are the

.~.fractions of companent 1 :in the solid and liquid, V. is

“:,+.nolar volume of the solid, x is the mean curvature, o is

-:...:.Sotropicsolid-li~id interracial energy, and – indicates

;.~:A:~ties dependent on the hydrostatically stressed solid and

-....--.:--c.

Sq’JatiOns [6a]-[7b] were derived from the basic laws of

“:,~~~~~dyn~ics. They imply, however, a simple graphical

‘;~s:-r’~ction (Figure 2) on a. free energy diagram for the

,.-,$-.,-d.:op.s of Eqs. [6] and [7] for C’ and Cland for @ and ~1,

~~s~ective~y. The tangent to the free energy curve for the

,.,-- .
---~c must be parallel to that of its equilibrium liquid, as

SZazed in Eqs. [6a] and [7a] .
Furthermore, the tangents to the
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A coEslCSI ~Ll cLI B

C omDosition —

.. -.. . . . ~--Free energy versus composition diagrams for liquid.--... in contact with matrix. Csl and CLl are the compositions.
~~e matrix and the li~id, respectively, in the absence of

::-.erencystress in the
;:.positions due to the

-~ (Ref. 6).:.>:-w...

matrix.
presence

~Sl and ~Ll are the altered
of coherency stress in the
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,,.~~cand li~id must 9C) through a COmmOn Point I aS stated in..

..-5. [6bl and [7b]. These two conditions together define the.“.4.

~o:.nontangent shown schematically in Figure 2.

It is worth while to examine explicitly the implications

.- incorporating 5 and f .O~,,,~~(Eqs.

v;~.ditions for coherent equilibrium,

~T~ation [4] states that. the strain in

[2] and [4]) into the

Eqs . [6a] and [7b] .

the alloyed region is

tiependentonly on the difference in lattice parameters between

:.hesurface composition, F, and the initial matrix material,

~}l,lUS, the composition profile and the thickness of the

.~~:~usion layer have no effect on the strain of the surface

layer in contact with the li~id. Furthermore, Eqs. [6a] and

-a] imply that local equilibrium is maintained at the solid–

.:qdid interface.

The concentration of a liquid in equilibrium with a

:~:ressed and curved solid was :Eound to be (5)

““+l*~al(c5-cO’2‘8a]
-.
“e liquid concentration in equilibriumin terms is... the

~~~centration for an unstressed planar solid C’ in equilibrium

‘J;~~~a liquid of composition cl; yl and y’ are the activity

coefficients of the solute in the liquid and solid,

~es~ectively. The equilibrium liquid composition depends on “

She local crystallographic orientation, as defined by the
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. .. . -.. :.- zhe interface,

o:;~mr,position CO of.

K; the local interface curvature, x;

the underlying matrix. Equation [8a]

,. .:~,plified significantly, as follows, assuming that the

. . s:rain 1imit and Henrian solution behavior apply

—

IMC(G ‘1+0],c,_c ,2+20XV,X ~J(~_~l)[l ~l_,
!’(.T)V2V

-..

mcs(w’+o~0
+. [8b]

:}’(;)()~v+ m RT(c~-’c’)

. .

[ 1VC1(l-C1)F=cl+Y(;) ~2(cs-co)2+20x “

RT(C1-CS) “

[ I
VC1(l-CJ)(mB=cLY(q q*(c%co)2+20x m

B RZ’(C~-Cs) “

:.
:“grain A in contact with grain B,

[
VC1(l-C1):wa*-(@ B=(Y(~ )-Y(~) )If(c’-co)2+20(xA-xB m1RT(C1-CS)

[8c]

[8d]

[8e]

[8f]

‘he kinetics of liquid film migration are then treated as

2 50’dndarY value problem for diffusion through the liquid

1

I
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,e”,~a$ [8b] to provide the boundary conditions for the flux....4-

:,.,‘~ert (6), which is briefly presented here and will be.’..---

-G: Eq. [11] and discussed in detail in the next section::.‘..

[11]v ‘ (DL”V--’ACL)/ (C1-CS)t.

!,:...;.z~e liquid film seperates two solid grains, A and B, of

...#Ysame phase and the same i:nitial composition but having

‘:eyent elastic coefficients, y(fi*) and Y(~~) , and different:.-

-.-azures,xA... and x~, the @ fo:r each grain can be calculated

...... ...Zq. [8b] to be Eq. [8f]. The term AC. in Eq. [11], which

:..;,yesents the compositicmal difference between two stressed

.-~:; [(@’)* -(~1)~], can then be replaced with Eq. [8f] .

c.sequently, the velocity of the liquid film becomes

q,qvm

[ 1f--ql(y(z) -y(~) )q*(c’-co)2’20(~A-~B) CJ(l-C1) .‘\=— [91
(C’-C’)2

...:.&:-~ t=s the liquid film thickness and Dli~ is the

:.if’~sivity through the li,quid fi:lm. When the stress in grain

....p-.2

:,.,.-,2,

completely relaxed, the cc)herent strain energy goes to

~1~that grain and the velocity of the liquid film becomes

Dliqvm
~>=

[~ (Y(~)q*(c’’-co)2+2(J(xxB)B)1C1(l-C1)(cl-cS)* “
[10]

~rldescribing the initiation of film motion, it has been

ass~~ed that the solid is initially homogeneous and stress

‘Cee and is bordered by a compositionally homogeneous liquid.

I
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.- ~ conditions of the system are changed, either by
,. .,- . .

---- ~he temperature or by adding solute to the system,.,..-..:.,

,,, -;~,p.osicionsof the liquid and the solid will no longer be

,.,, ‘‘briumb.-.,.~u..A compositions. There will be an initial

.~r.:,. . ...:,.. after which the liquid compositions will be in

,-,. -.<m with the stressed surface layers of the solid, as--d.-

:,. -:~tied~.r Eq. [81. If the values of Cl are different for

“ A ,~ijacentsurfaces, a concentration gradient will exist in

..,,. ‘d and the film will migrate according to Eq. [91 . The.:q-J.

“.:~cionof .nigration will depend on both the differences in...

,. and x in the two adjacent grains. When x is negligible,

., . .. tiirection of migration is into the grain with larger

. . :5,5).

lE summary,

:..:::-,assumed that

..... zhe matrix at

for the purpose of this discussion, it has

LFM results from a coherent strain produced

the solid-liquid interface. Literature has

:..G- zeviewed which presents the thermodynamic requirement

..-.*..a. the concentrations of the solid in equilibrium with

-~~~~d at the S-L interface are altered by the presence of

-~::ice strain in the diffusion layer. The equilibrium solid

,-4-<
-“”-~~quid concentrations at the interface are obtained by the

‘~~~~tion that the partial molar free energies of the solute

.--..z~e solid and the liquid are equal. In the presence of a

-attice strain in the diffusion layer, the free energy of the

~~~id is increased, while that of the liquid remains the

Same . For a given solute, the lattice strain in the diffusion
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:S directly proportional to the orientation dependent
,.*’.

...- ~,oauli (10). Hence, the lattice strains on either side.:--

...e boundary will be unecyml beca~lse of orientation

...

-~ across the grain boundary. The. ..--..

... ~{,,~ion layer having the higher.::---

. .... be more depleted in solute than

.. ~,~e diffusion layer having the.. ..

liquid in contact with

lattice strain energy

the liquid in contact

lower lattice strain

,. :,, .: :: .+,., Hence, a concentration <~radient is set up across the

!..:tifilm,.... as shown in Figure 3, which activates diffusion

.ltizeacross the film. (5,6,10) ..

THE MODIFIED HILLE RT MODEL

:sing the Hillert model of equation [11] (5), Handwerker

.: ..<-;: ed the kinetics of liquid film migration as a boundary

,,,,,.i-.e problem for diffusion through the liquid. Handwerker

.e~ Eillert’s model of e.quaticm [11] to describe the mass

: ::dzccs for DIGM/LFM process (6). Handwerker (6) further

.e:ded Hillert’s equation.:.:. for the mass balance between

~:~s~lution and precipitation tcl LFM.

The presence of coherency strains creates conditions of

““”::.sErainede~ilibriw at the interface. When two solid

-’”-:f?iCes are separated by a liquid film, the composition at

‘fi.~solid-liquid interfac<>s becomes the boundary conditions

.-.._--- ~he one-dimensional problem of diffusion through a liquid

When the coherency stra:in energies in two adjacent

are different, a concentration gradient wili exist in

‘he liquid across the film,. Diffusion will occur across the
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c?
8 co.+u
m

;C
L1(grain1

8 ‘L] (@n2cc
8
~sI(grainl
–s 1(grain2:cc

0

J
~raln L B~undary Grain 2

KI

L

Kl< K2
Liquid Kz

——

“TT
No coherency strain

-=-:h coherency“rain
I Mi.gratio&Direction

L==/----+______

Distance

-----. . . . ~--concentration gradient which occurs in a grain boundary
--~~~~ film due to the presence of coherency strains in the
..~~’~s~Onlayer adjacent to the solid–liquid interface... KI and
~~e the orientation dependent modules of grain 1 and 9rain

. respectively (Ref. 8) .
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- ~llm, and the liquid film will migrate by dissolution-,.~...:..-

..-.,..e grain and reprecipitation onto the other grain. The

‘-ion to this diffusior~ problem with the----- boundary

u.ti;:ionsthat the concentrations of the solid and liquid at

‘:.e:WO interfaces are constant at any

..~a~sto a migration velocity given by

time during migration

Hillert (6) as

[11]v = (D~”V~OQC~)/ (C1–Cs) t,

A’::eYe v is the migration velocity; D~ is the sol~te

...~~usivity in liquid; Vltis the molar volume of solute, which

-s assumed to be constant in both the solid and the liquid;

-... is the concentration difference in the liquid; t is the

:~.s:a,ntaneousfilm thickness; and the term (C1-Cs) accounts for

:c~servation of mass at: the interface. This results in a

...qration Velocity which is inversely proportional to the film

~~~ckness and directly proportional to the lattice strain

‘-~e~gy (through the ~CL te~) . The direction of migration is

~~.~othe grain which has the higher lattice strain at the S–L

::.:erface. In Figure 3, the migration occurs to the right, as

shown, and the lattice strain in grain 2 is assumed to be

}.igher than in grain 1. The above expression neglects the

e‘feet of curvature on the lattice strain, assuming the grain

50~ndary is flat prior tc,migrat~.on. It is also assumed that

‘here is no in-plane flux of solute along the liquid film.

The effect of an in-plane solute flux in the liquid

(Figure 3), due to a systematic variation in the thickness of



n;g:ating film, on the migration

:.~~.-.addressed by Brechet and Purdy

16

velocity during LFM has

(11) . It was shown (12)

1 the presence of such an in-plane flux of solute atoms..a- i.,,...

----~he liquid film, the film remains continuous due to the:....~

:.::n’uoussupply of liquid so that the migration velocity

‘~ reach a steady-state value (12) . Without the in-plane..+

.... . . . . , the liqu~d film will shrink in thickness, break, and

.
..+ apse into grain boundary. Hence, no steady state can

..---;
..--clAn. The steady–state value was determined by the

:.i:zionthat the in-plane solute flux be equal to the solute

.,. . .-... ~ransferred across the migrating liquid film in growing

:.vsolute-rich grain. The steady-state velocity was shown to

V= (120DL/5L2) ● [(4C0 /C~~L) -l], [12]

ti;:.~:e~ is the solid-liquid interracial energy, D~ is the

-~:e diffusivity in liquid, L is the length of the liquid

-~~, C, is the solute concentration of the matrix in the

~~”~1._i~ggrain, Cl is the solute concentration in the liquid at

..,...&zrailing interface, and X is the average curvature of the

‘-T:~C film. The steady-state migration velocity is dependent

.. ‘he rate at which solute is supplied to the liquid film, as

~~ze~~ned by DL. However, as pointed out by Brechet and Purdy

attainment of steady state would be highly

since it requires the right combination of several

(l----“Vdriables ~u~,b,x
which should simultaneously satisfy Eqs.
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-; and [12]. For instance, w;hen the liquid diffusion rate is

. . it requires the film length::...

.,.::ary term (1/%), which produces>...

,,. s:,a:lto obtain the steady state.

L to be great and the

the lateral gradient, to

Additionally, because of

...’constantly changing curvature, a steady-state migration is

e:tainable.

2. Experimental evidence of coherency lattice strain
hypothesis

One approach to test the coherency strain model for LFM

A ‘x be to compare the observed migration velocity with that..ti

..:;lated from the model (i.e. , Eqs. [101 and [111) . Due to

.::’~difficulty of experimentally measuring many of the factors

. Eqs. [10] and [11] in situ, calculation of migration

..>--~city relies largely on estimated data such as diffusivity

-:.... film thickness. Consequently, quantitative tests of these

-.
-5~ls have limitations, and a qualitative test, which relies

.. a fewer ntier of parameters, is still of practical

‘~a:ing. Such a test will be discussed in section 1 of part B

... zhis chapter.

~lother way to test the coherency strain model is by

‘:~~~nstrating that the migration velocity indeed varies as a

~’lnction of lattice strain 62. Although qualitative, this

---d provide evidence that Eq..,,,.- .‘
[10] describes the mechanistic

::e~a,.~ic>rof LFM and

:Zrce. In tile liquid

~.--- (13) showed that

that coherency strain is its driving

phase sintering of Mo-Ni alloy, Song et

the migration rates of the liquid films
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proportional to 52. Furthermore, in liquid phase.,.:e

.-.’..-”.”.e--ng of Mo-Ni embedded in a Mo-Ni-Co-Sn matrix (14), the

::.ratio was varied systematically to yield strains from

,.. .-i.:\, ~,---- to positive. A parabolic curve was obtained

:~esponding to the relationship between the migration

‘--<ty and 52 in Eq. [9] as shown in Figure 4. In$..--

. +~-’cular,...-.- it should be noticed that migration velocity goes

zero as 6 goes to zero, indicating that coherency strain

‘ :. ~ --W is the driving force and that there is no additional

...ng force... ..:..

-... l..p.Yfrom Constitutional Liquation-CLFM

in 1989, the discovery of a new interface migration

:-.::~-.ap,is~ r that of constitutional liquid film migration, was

-:i~e (15). This form of LFM was similar in many respects to

“L-I.’obse~ed by others.....

:schanism has produced

.-
~a9nitude greater

(16-23). However, this newly

migration velocities about

than previously observed

discovered

two crders

for LFM.

--.~ermore,--,W-,
the migration occurred in 1-10 seconds. These

-~servations confirmed that CLFM was an extremely pOwerful

‘~~ration mechanism.

A phenomenon which can result in the formation of a

~e:astable grain boundary liquid is the “constitutional

.
-~~’dation,:of second phase particles in a binary alloy (24,

-:,..-. Constitutional li~ation of a second phase AB in an AB

cina~Y alloy can be explained with reference to Figure 5 (15) .

~.::oy of composition CO has a certain volume fraction of
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-z
. l-t-10 ;

7 “,LFM
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Coherency Strain 5(x104)

:.”..>. 4--The observed variation of the average migration
~~S~ance/velocity for LFM with coherency strain in specimen
~~~ heated at 1460°C for 2 hours after embedding in Mo-Ni-Co-
...--..~~mids of varying Co/Sri ratio. The numbers above the data
;.::.n.ts indicate the decimal fraction of Co in Co-Sri. (Ref..-
.:.
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::3.5--Schematic of constitutional liquation of AB particle in
:~e binary system. (a) Initial configuration of the matrix-AB
ti~ffl~sioncouple. (b) Constitutional gradients in front of the
-::’tiationAB particle in accordance with the phase diagr~.

c} ‘he formation of metastable concentration gradients in the
~~~~id at the end of AB liquation. (d) Elimination of the
~e~astable concentration gradient by diffusion (Ref. 15) .
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----~Phase particles at room temperature. When the alloy is,.

.. -:,, heated to a temperature T above the eutectic...----

,~~azure TEI,,-.. such that there is insufficient time for

-~::ion of AB, a diffusion couple between the matrix of

,-. -y:: ion cm and ~ is established at the Peak temperature”

x Of composition from C“ to C ‘2 forms around the AB:..-

.:c;e in accordance with phase diagram requirements.. (16,:,..

~}le concentration gradient expected in front of the

..--.’....c..-ng AB particles is shown in Figure 5b. The mOVement of

..,. ------ liquid interface to the left is governed by the sclute

:::~i~~ityin liquid, as shown in the following equation:

DLiq(CL2-CL1)
Vm=

(C=-c’hd ‘
[13]

‘.L:-ed represents the horizontal distance between CL* and C~l.

.,. :.2liquation is expected to take place very rapidly, and

...,.~~tuation shown in Figure 5C is obtained. The liquid from

: .-.: ~ liquating particles will enter the grain boundary,

,.“.;-.e~from the particles situated on grain boundaries or from

....-~~ Particles intercepted by the moving boundaries. The

-YJ~ted pools will spread along grain boundaries because of

-Zface tension forces and will ultimately be present in the

“‘“” ‘f 9rain boundary films.---- Since the liquid is formed from

‘.;:?articles which should not be present under equilibrium

...~ti~tions, the liquid ~LtSelf is metastable and should

:-sd??ear by back-diffusion of solute from the liquid to the
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-,.”.,.(18,26). The back-diffusion of solute from this liquid.----,.

-.:< shen cause coherency strain to develop on each side of

:,6.
::quid film. lf this strain develops unevenly due to

~-.:....-ation differences on either side of the film, LFM of the

..;;~:ed boundaries (15,27) may initiate.

;;:eCoherently Strained Layer in LE’M and CLFM

:: has been shown in previous sections that the driving

“--e for LFM is the concentration gradient across the liquid..

.._... The establishment of such a concentration gradient

., .-es on the attainment of

z:.emigrating interface.

-n..- ~, maintain a lower

,. “brium with the solute;.:--

a coherently strained layer ahead

The essence of having such a layer

matrix solid concentration in

concentration in the liquid film.

.-. E’ zhis layer is no longer coherently strained, the solute

“:eE:ration in the solid will go up, and so will the

;4: l~brium solute Concentration in the liquid film. Hence,

..,,
concentration gradient in the liquid film will be

The reason the coherently strained layer can be

~’.~z~ainedrather than “relaxed” is that energy is needed to

:’:~~e misfit dislocation to relax the stress (8,9). The

‘“:”’:~~i’needed to create the misfit dislocation is independent

.
:Ee layer thickness (9), but the coherency strain energy

.. proportional to the thickness of the constrained layer. A

..,-.
.--:cal thickness of diffusion layer occurs when the
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:.erency strain energy exceeck the energy needed to create

...sfit dislocations.-:

TWO mechanisms by w~lich the coherently strained layer may

‘zered are lattice c~.iffusio:nand liquid film migration.:-.+~,

.’.: s~eady-state diffusion

::.erently strained layer

,.> :oherently strain layer

,.... :he solid of higher

is not favorable for building up

L,FM can also effectively alter

since the migration direction is

cc)herency

,...-+ ;vely reducing the energy of the.*_J---

The following paragraphs are i.

strain energy, thus

system.

ntended to

‘:ndence of LFM/DIGM cln the coherently strained,..:

‘g:c cases.:.......- The ultimate goal is to demonstrate

‘:herently strained layer ca:n

::~e and that

..‘)’ 718 and

...‘:;~UEation.

According

“i’;~i.onlayer.

=>:.? lattice

such behavior is

Ni-16%Nb that

show the

layer in

that such

exist in an Ni–Nb diffusion

consistent with that of both

were investigated in this

to the coherency strain hypothesis, the

thickness, L, i:n the growing grain increases

diffusion and migration according to (28)

rL= DJ+vA, [14]

.!,. :..? -e )\ Is the time of diffusion and v is the migration

‘,’,,.:---,.----L-Y;L reduces to L = VA at long times.

For the dissolving grain, L can be approximated as the
....
--.~x~-ng:
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[15]

. .,.,equation can be split into two equations for different

-;szions:..

[16al

[16b]

.-.=. .._ latter situation applies to all DIGM and LFM phenomena

zserved. A critical thickness thus exists beyond which the

‘“:ice diffusion is much greater than the migration velocity.::>

:hat the coherently constrained layer will break away (28) .

-.
~.~ critical layer thickness can be expressed as

LC= D1/v. [17]

A major question about the application of coherency

:IYdin theory to DIGM when this phenomenon was first

‘:~~overed was how much lattice diffusion (in other words, how

‘:.~ckthe diffusion zone) was required to induce the boundary

~::ion. It was initially suggested that DIGM could only occur

“,:y.~~. lattice diffusion was \’frozen out” (i.e., when the

‘OWOsition changed discontinuously across the grain boundary)

:9)
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:ti.eprimary object iorl to the coherency strain model for

.-.,,,.C.the widespread observatic)n of DIGM at low temperatures.....--~

lattice diffusion is too S1OW (30) . At these low“,,.::e

..F;:ezacurestD1/v is estimated to be around several atomic

,-,.-c.,...-- or less than lnm. l?or ex(~ple, DIGM occurs in Cu(Ni)

ac 350°C, where D1/v was calculated to be 5.4x10-14 m.

?owever, both Den Breeder (31) and Tashiro and Purdy (32)

:,,o;ished that slow or “frozen out” lattice diffusion is not

-=-essary condition for DIGM. In fact, significant lattice...”

-:sion was observed during DIG,M in Ni(Cu) at 900°C (31) and.....

..‘---(iLn.)(32) at 160°C-1900C. l?or Ni diffusing into Cu at

~C=l.6x10-Gm using 131 from (33) . For Zn diffusing into- .,
-,

:ashiro and Purdy calculated the following values of D1/v:

.,
‘--’m (166°C); 1.5x10-sm, (178°C); and 2.8x1UG m (19dC) . The.-s

..:’~latedvalues are the same order of magnitude as those

:~~~ved by etching differences (Al[Zn] ) and by EDS (Cu[Nil ).

19 the case of CLFM in alloy 718, the lattice diffusivity

:.,--Y-~.”A.ed by Radhakrishnan ~~nd Thompson (26) can be shown as

Dl= 300 exp (-358100/T) (cm2/sec.) . [30]

:.<-~~ffusivity of niobiw that was calculated for 1227°C and

. ..m

. ., . * is 1.294x10-8 cm2/second and 1.598x10-8 cm2/second,

:‘~~~ec~ive~y. Using the peak migration velocities of 2.3x10-G

~ S~Con<~ and 2.5x10-S m,/secon.d for 1227°C and 1240°C,

‘~s~ectively, the following values of D1/v are obtained for Nb

“~fusing into Ni:.. 5.6x10-7:m (1227°C) and 6.3x10-7m (1240°C).

-.--.ese calculated values are about one order of magnitude



~va~~er than those in DIGM discussed above, indicating that a

-~”ently strained layer is entirely possible for CLFM in...”-

,.,. ., 718. A similar argument can be made for Ni-16%Nb alloy,i-.-.,

._..-*:’..-.. essentially has the same diffusion couple as alloy 718.

z~ssertation Objectives

The coherency strain hypothesis has been assumed to be

“:;enechanisrnresponsible for CLFM in alloy 718 (27) . However,

“:.eability of the coherency strain hypothesis of LFM to

:~scribe the behavior of CLFM has not yet been substantiated,

:v::sdeserving a fundamental and systematic test. The purpose

:his dissertation is to test the ability of the coherency

::ain hypothesis to describe CLFM. The analysis will include

“zsEing the coherency strain hypothesis for CLFM in alloy 718

.:’:ngthe modified Hillert model. It will also include a test

- binary alloy systems exhibiting CLFM using Handwerker’s...

~ ::e;. The validity of the

:->~ucedfrom a comparison

‘k:eoreticalpredictions.

coherency strain hypothesis will be

of the experimental results to the
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CHAPTER 2.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

.;Z:JPreparation

.. /illOY 718

+.:loy 718

~“s.-..,- of an

:-LX,, with a

is a nic;kel-base superalloy which mainly

FCC solid solution of nickel, iron, and

significant amount of molybdenum and niobium.

z~loy 718 used in this study was provided by Into Alloy

:he alloy composition is shown in Table I.

-r.-.z._Ae 1. Composition of Alloy 718 in Weight Percent (%)

Ni 52.44
Cr 18.23
Fe 19.06
Nb+Ta 5.05
Mo 3.01
Ti 1.00
Al 0.55
co 0.26
Si 0.12
Mn 0.11
c 0.055
s 0.003
P 0.008
Cu 0.05
B 0.0037

~~e alloy 718 used in these experiments was heat treated

.-.. -~.~c’Alloy using the followincl procedure:

27
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The molten alloy was cast and hot rolled into a rod

of 0.5 inch in diameter.

The alloy was put into a box furnace being held at

954°C and isothermally held for 1 hour at this

temperature, followed by water quenching.

The alloy was put into a box furnace being held at

718°C and isothermally held for 8 hours, followed by

furnace cooling to 621”C.

The alloy was isothermally treated at 621°C for 8

hours and air cooled.

rod was cut into samples approximately 4 inches in

..,-n

. . . . . The samples were placed inside stainless steel bags

s;iutioned in

-T31 at 1093”C

samples were

a Lindenberg box furnace with no atmosphere

for 30 minutes, followed by water quenching.

then placed in a furnace at 650”C and aged

= hours, followed by air cooling. This heat treatment. .

:~ed for precipitation and growth of NbC on the boundary

treated samples were sanded with silicon

remove the thin oxidation layer which formed

during heat treatment. The samp”les thus

“:Fared were used for the constitutional liquation thermal,.

., - -e.

2. Binary alloy

a. Binary alloy melting

Nickel pieces Scmxscmxo. 6 cm in size and niobium wires

. .
-- Cm in diameter were purchased from Alfa Johnson Matthey.
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., ~;~ity was 99.99 pet for both Ni and Nb. The nickel was

;7.Lo8 smaller

..:.~,.. about 0.5 cm

,. xeighted into

pieces and the wire was cut into shorter

in length. Nickel and Nb materials were

the right proportion to make the binary

~~~composition Ni-16%Nb by weight (Figure 6) . The total.....

- of the ingot was>/.:.-.. controlled to be about 150 grams.

..=..pieces were then mixed with short Nb wires in a 99.8.,-.

. purity alumina crucible fro:m Coors Ceramics. The crucible

,.. s.ibsequently loaded into an Advanced Vacuum System Inc.

.::zionmelting (VIM) system.. . The melting chamber of the VIM

‘-:~nitored through a quartz window, and the temperature was;.-

::ded using a calibrated infl~ared radiation thermometer by

.....
.....

The power of the system was manually increased to slowly

.-,-. . Up the system at a rate of

,:’.:’Jm(< 10-5 torr) reading

.:---..-ed to drop, indicating

10°C/minute until the the high

from the high vacuum gauge

an increase in vapor pressure

..”::0 melting. To prevent arcing in the chamber induction

~1 associated with vapor out-gassing, it was necessary to

.,x,,

-“f! argon at a rate of l~j psig into the chamber. The system

“’fi~held at a constant power level for about 15 minutes for

--- nelt to mix well under magnE3tic stirring provided by the

-~.~tictioncurrent. The power was then cut off and the system

“;~~Cooled down with circ~llating water that r’~ns through the

:;,titictioncoil.
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b, Heat treatment

:he ingots were sealed in (quartz ampules using a vacuum

,::emequipped with a turbo~molecular pump that was backed up

z rotary pump. When the vacuum pressure reached 10-6 torr,,.

.:T:Rwas back filled to prevent the ampule from sagging at

.3T.temperature. The ampule was then sealed with a torch

:....ed with a mixture of hydrogen and oxygen..<.

Three sealed ampules were solutionized in a Lindenberg

... :ti.rnace.The ampules were put on a refractory brick to be

.:~e to the thermocouple, which was located at the

:..r~.ace.Three other box f:urnaces were also heated

..:c

. ~, and

..c samples

“:~:sferred

1050°C, respectively, After the ampules

were solutioned at 1290°C for 24 hours,

top of the

to 1150”C,

containing

they were

to the other three box furnaces. One ampule each

P:: placed in a furnace at 1150”C, 11OO”C, and 1050°C, where

.:,......, were held isothermally for 72 hours. The ampules were

‘“”.s:.water quenched. A summary c>f heat treatment is provided

~able II.

~able II. Precipitation Heat Treatment of Ni-16%Nb Alloy

Group 1: Solution H.T. 24 hrs at 1290”c, Precipitation
H.T. 72 hrs at li50°C.

Group 2: Solution H.T. 24 hrs at 1290”C, Precipitation
H.T. 72 hrs at 11.00”C.

Group 3: Solution H.T. 24 h,rs at 1290°C, Precipitation
H.T. 72 hrs at lC50°C.

Samples of approximately 1.!5cmXlcmXlcm were prepared for

~~er~al cycling in a DSI 1000 thermornechanical system made by

<
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.= -:- System Inc., which is commonly known as the-------- “Gleeble

“ It was necessary to use small samples due to the..

.;-.“’al availability. Figure 7 shows a schematic of the-----

,-zleconfiguration used in the .Gleeble 1000. The surfaces of

,-,extending 718 rods were machined parallel. The sample

..--7,..aues were ground flat using an automatic polishing

-,:kine. This was doxie to help ensure good electrical contact

.,~Aeen the machined 718 rods and the surfaces of the samples.

:s,?stitutional Liquation Thermal Cycle

The ,ligh heating rate typical of welds is needed to

....:O:ce CLFM. This type thermal cycle can be produced in a

.,:Iv.alsimulation device called DSI 1000 or commonly known as

..= :leeble 1000, made by the Dynamic System Inc. A detailed

-...ption of this thermomechanical device used in this study:..c-Y.:

a’railable in the literature (29) . The device essentially

‘T.s;stsof a transformer~ the secondary of which provides the

--~~entsource for resistance heating. Specimens of suitable

‘“--”try can be connected in the secondary circuit between.....>

,,:.~~~-cooled copper jaws. The output power to the secondary

- be controlled by computer through the feedback from a-.-.-

‘~~~~iocouple percussion welded to the specimen. The specimen

C held between two alloy 718 anvils,.. and a high amperage

-.-ceunating electric current is passed through (Figure 7) .

A type K thermocouple Was percussion welded to the

-..
-Qsection of the samples. Thin thermocouple wires, 0.01 inch

-.. ~iameter, were used to minimize heat loss. In order to

1~ .—
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Copper jaw

718 anvil
\ Ni-16%Nb sample

-1 I

\

.,,,

--Schematic of.-.,, Ni-16%Nb sample configuration for
‘.;.errnalcycllng in the Gleeble machine.

I
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.--,:zeCLFM, the samples were subjected to rapid thermal

.-~~ which were recorded by the thermocouples. A typical

<Z?.aicycle plot is sl-.ownin Figure 8. A heating rate of

c per second was used, in line with previous studies

;:
/-. ).

~he alloy 718

;;27’C and held

samples were heated to a peak temperature

isothermally for various time intervals of

.0 seconds. Samples were quenched to room-t .5, 7, and 1

..~~~~ature in a jet of water.

Samples of Ni-16%N~ alloy from each of the three cycles

. ...= held at peak temperatures ranging from 1290”C to 1320°C

.- .. for times varying from 1 to 10 seconds. It was observed

.,.+.=. CLFM at 1300”c was significant and that the 718 rods

-::n9 the samples did not deform. Hence, the peak

=-;erature of 1300°C was used for CLFM thermal cycles for

-;les from all groups. Table III summarizes the temperature

-.-<. ..me used for each specimen.

-:hle III. Isothermal Hold at Peak Temperature of 1300”C
for Ni-16%Nb Specimen Precipitate Heat Treated

at Different Temperature

Peak Temperature at 1300°C

...hermal Holding Time.<:--
---- 1150”c precipitated : 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 seconds

‘G:hermal Holding Time..

.~OO°C precipitated :.Y.n 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 seconds

<P-,n
. ..- -..ermal Holding Time

-050°C precipitated :
-.w--. 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 seconds
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. ...,-- samples were prepared for light microscopy by

,.-..?lbakelite and grinding on silicon carbide paper.,.4-,,

,-.Y qrit through 600 grit. The samples were then polished

--- ~~oth using 6, 3, and 1 micron diamond paste. A 10

... ,-.- acid electrolytical etching was used with alloy 718........-

- the grain:...-,.~~- structure and NbC (27,28) . The grain

--;re and Ni2Nb phase of Ni–16%Nb alloy were revealed

., ~ solution of 50 ml- lactic acid, 30 ml nitric acid, and

. ‘;;drofluoric acid (35) ... To rereal the grain structure

,... 2LFM, etching was performed electrolytically using 10

........a&Lcacid for both alloy 718 and Ni-16%Nb alloy.

:.’:q:a:.ionVelocity Measurement

~.:igration velocity was measured using stereological

-.~.lqueson micrographs

~.~grationvelocity was

taken with

represented

an optical microscope.

by a 3-D grain boundary

r~=ce area weighted velocity expressed by the Cahn–Hagel

. . equation

[18]

V:

s,,:

v,: ,

the surface area (3-D grain boundary area)

weighted interface migration velocity.

the surface area (3-D grain boundary area) per

unit volume.

the volume fraction of the newly formed grains

due to migration.



t: the holding time for each sample fcr

migration.

“;..and SV can be further expressed in terms of measurable

.-e:ers:,.,

VV=L1=l/L [19]

sv=2PL=2N/L, [20]

Ll: the line fraction.

1: the length of the test line intersected by

migrated area.

L: the length of test line.

N: The number of intersections of test line with

final migrated boundary.

The moving surface area is represented by S1, (grain

‘;ary area in 3-D) ....4 In the case of CLFM, the surface area

: uesented by

;~:t to the

.
-=3 should be

.-,:a-.-. of line

the initial boundary was not moving with

migrating boundary; therefore, this surface

excluded from averaging. In other words, the

intersection (s) with the initial boundary

.-.-<
-.-.-u not be included in N for calculating the surface area

.-.“-- ‘ur?itvolume when using Eq. [16] . The value of VV versus

‘:~iermal holding time.< (t) was plotted and the slope

‘~~r~serltlng dV.J/dt Was obtained from the curve. With known

=~.tidV.:/dt, migration velocity at each isothermal holding

-~~~ was calculated using Eq. [181 .
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: :*i~ above-mentioned S,: and Vv are calculated from

..l’,~eL: and PI,,--- with each being the averaged values over

..=. of observations. The number of observations of CLFM...---

-: isothermal holding time was selected to yield a.:.,..

. . . . . ~qt of variation smaller than O.1. All observations..-+--,

.,. ~=~e from light micrclgraphs with a magnification of 500X.

.;;zz~tative EDS Compc)sitiorl Analysis

;;antitative EDS compositic)n analysis was performed using

..llips 515 SEM/Kevex 8000 EDS system to determine the

. . .... . . composition of Ni–16%Nb

“ “erentA--+ temperatures

samples that were heat treated

for second phase (Ni,Nb)

.. . . ..: -.at1012. The Ni-16%Nb sarr,ples,along with standards of

.. ?Ct pure Ni and 99.99 pet pure Nb, were mounted on the

.. szub. This allowed the samples and standards to be

-:zed to the same analyzing conditions. All

., :~uried out under an operating voltage of 16

!~~obium was analyzed using the L line,

.;:eti using the K line.

.’----5:”, Determination of Lattice Parameters

-.
‘e-.. lattice strain

!.--, - the migratin9..-.0:

.-...-sn of composition

in the coherently const

the analyses

kv and a 15°

and Ni was

rained layer

liquid film was shown to vary as a

(C,-CC) previously in Eq. [3b]:

5 = (a-aC)/aO = q (C,-CC). [3b]

!~;-,----m...te change in lattice parameter with composition is

...:-.=7:+L(Vegard’s law), q becomes a constant. When Eq. [3b]

-~y~~eci to CLFM in Ni-16%Nb binary system~-..2-.-
C, becomes the
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.: ~~~position in equilibrium with the liquid (Figure 6) ,

..- fixed value of 17.5%Nb, and CO is the matrixa

.-.--<-+----ion. ,

.-.~est of Handwerker’s model requires an intentional

..~~:ion of lattice strain ?5to evaluate whether migration

;;zy varies accordingly. A variation in 5 can be obtained

‘::~ying the matrix composition CO. Because a range of

,. ‘;r CO values can be obtained by....-= precipitation heat

.,.:.:~.entat different temperatures (Figure 6) , 5 for varying

.,..be calculated using Eq. [3b],..- provided that the q is

;.y.:wnvalue. Assuming Vegard’s law holds, q becomes a

“.rzzr.?and can be determined by studying the variation of

....----e parameter with composition, as described in the

-12wlng sections.

Samples of Ni-12%Nb and Ni–16%Nb ingots melted using the

.,,
System were homogenized for 24 hours at 1280”C, a

~;s~ature slightly below the eutectic temperature of 1286”C.

,.
‘= samples were then quenched in water to prevent second

..
i~~ (Ni~Nb) precipitation. In fact, it was later found

~:;~zimentally that nucleation of second phase (Ni~Nb) took a

.
-~.~~:~mof 48 hours to occur at each precipitation temperature

---
-~~O°C, 1150°C, and 11OO”C. Therefore, water quenching the

‘;~~es from 1280°C to room temperature allowed single phase

-:~~structures for both Ni-12%Nb and Ni-16%Nb. Thus , the q

..-.
‘=. De Calculated using the following equation:
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‘0.16-ao.12 1q.

‘30.12
c -c. ~z“0.16 .

[21]

~ siemens x–ray diffractometer was used to determine the.4

.e parameters.....- (a0.12,a0.16)of the Ni–12%Nb and Ni-16%Nb

.-es.--’ These homogenized and quenched samples were polished

:i:ain a flat surface prior to being loaded on the

:Y:d:tometer. The

::~action scan:

Scan Range

Scan

Dwell

The 26 positions

following conditions were used for the

(Ze) : 20°-1000

Step: 0.05°

Time: 2 seconds

,. .:~v.ed.To determine

‘--IT’Slaw was used.....U

for the 5 most intense peaks were

the d–spacing for each reflection,

A=2dSin0, [22]

.Ie h is the wavelength of Cu K~l..,.. The lattice parameter for

.:7.reflection was calculated using the following equation

l/d2 = l/d2 (h2+k2+12) [23]

,.-<
-.&ce parameters for each reflection were determined and

-:~:ed versus the Nelson–Riley function

N-R=~( Cos + Cos

2 .sin6 0
). [24]

:: =~.trapolated back to 26=180° (N-R=O) to give the lattice

1~T~r.eterfor this sample.

prior to running the samples~ pure (99.99 pet) nickel

. . . .
‘--~s~ed to 1 pm diamond was run with the same conditions as
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...-.2verify the systematic error. The results from pure Ni

‘--”ti’?-lin Table I’J/ and the indexed x-ray is shown in.-,.U

--s,--- 3.

:,z~e IV. Results of Lattice Parameter Determination of
.e ~lckel at Room Temperature Using X–ray Diffraction

.,. 1 29((’) d(~) N-R a (A)

1 44.592 Y.0304 1.1474 3.5162

0 51.~]21 .1.7597 0.9388 3.5193

0 76.454 1.2449 0.5067 3.5214

1 92.948 1.0624 0.3321 3.5231

~ plot of lattice..

:~.~wnin Figure 10.

parameter versus Nelson-Riley function

The extrapolated lattice parameter is

“ ~, which is 0.05 pet greater than the theoretical value..5

:.5236 ii (37). This systematic error can be ignored,

‘ally when the major concern is the ratio of (aOIG- ao.lz)::::

““: a:,l~,as shown in Eq. [21] .
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1

FIC Results

Flt 1: Linear, Y=B*X+A
Equa71c2:
y = -0,0077326? . X + 3,5254

Nurber cf data points used = 4—
Average X = 0.731297
Average Y = 3.51975
Rearesslon sum of squares = 2.54709E-005
Residual sum of squares = 1.27861E-OOE
Coef of determlnatloI?,?z-squared= 0.952201
Residual mean square, Slqma-hac-sq’d = 6.39305E-007

,,,, ~T ,
I

0.00 0.40 0.80 1..20

N-R Function

T.q
--y. 10--Lattice parameter vs. Nelson-Riley function.



CHAPTER 3.

RESULTS

._:szaf Coherency Strain Hypothesis for CLFM in Alloy 718

:~~tion ~ of part B in chapter 1 was devoted to the

.:ssion of coherency strain hypothesis

~: was concluded that if the coherency

.. :or CLFM, the modified Hillert model

for CLFM in alloy

strain hypothesis

predicts that in

.=. . . 1:1 of liquation, the migration velocity will increase,

.::.a maximum, and then decline and approach zero quickly

.:.:.2an isothermal hold. It should be noted that due to the

,,::c& interest in stage III of constitutional liquation, the

;“::-mental work in this study is concentrated on the stage

..
5ehavior. The following results are presented in a

..
-.~~ce which explores the possible correlation between the

-~~~~lon behavior predicted by the modified Hillert model and

“Z observed experimentally..

.. CLFM in alloy 718

“ plot of migration distance versus isothermal hold for.-.

‘-;~flat the peak temperature of 1227°C is

-.:
Rearrangmemt of this plot by showing

.....-
-~~s isothermal hold is shown in Figure

shown in Figure 11

migration velocity

12. In Figure 12,

. .,,=
migration velocity for each isothermal hold is

44
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- ---.fi.veragemigration distance as a function of..
-=. holding time in alloy 718 at an isothermal holding

,.---.
,...,,.--,-,.r. ..-+e of 1227”C. The rnlgratlon distance increases with

$~.~~~~g that migration occurs in the presence of liquid
.;
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. . . -.--Average migration velocity as a function of.-.-.F---.,,a: holding time approximated from Figure 11.
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~::oximated from Figure 11 by obtaining the ratio of hd/At

the incremental increase in migration..5.,

::emental increase in time’ period) .

The present study is intended to obtain a

distance over

more accurate

.,~a~ionship between migration velocity versus isothermal

jtiingtime than was attempted in previous works (27,33).

;~zificallyr

+.ocity using

-2...- varying

it was intended to measure CLFM migration

the Cahn-Hagel equation for isothermal holding

from 1 second to 10 seconds at the peak

..:?erature cf 1227”C. However, it was found from the

‘-:~ostructure (Figure 13) that the actual temperature was

“-”- 1240”C, indicating that....>

. ~ conclusion was based on..+-

~LF!4 work in this study

the Gleeble calibration was off.

the comparison of microstructure

with other CLFM work done at

‘-OUS temperatures by cjthers:.- (27, 33). Specifically, the

‘-;azison of the extent of matrix liquation allowed a fairly

-:~e evaluation of the act:ual temperature (27,33) . Hence, the

.+.:..=.ned microstructure was considered to be at about 1240°C,

-~~~ead of the intended temperature of 1227”C.

~~gure 13 shows the microstructure of alloy 718 after

.,.....~~’Jsisothermal holds at the peak temperature 1240°C. The

:...,.G.-.-sed curvature (i.e., the zigzag motion back and forth

...--.ss the original grain bound<]ry) is characteristic of LFM

.-.-....,. .M---L..
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.“. ,

‘g ~3--Light micrographs of 1240”c peak temperature samples
‘:~o’~lngCLFM after isothermal hold for (a) 2 seconds, (b) 3seconds, (C) 5 seconds, (d) 7 seconds, (e) 10 seconds, and (f)
‘C Seconds.
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(d)

Fig. 13--(Continued) .
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2. Migration velocity measurement

The plot of migration velocity versus isothermal hold is

shown in Figure 14. At a’peak temperature of 1240”C, the

~$lgration velocity was observed to increase, reach a peak

velocity in the 6th second of the isothermal hold, and quickly

decline to zero at the 7th second of isothermal hold.

B. Test of Coherency Strain Hypothesis of LFM for CLFM in
Ni-16%Nb Binary Alloy

The purpose of using a binary alloy exhibiting CLFM is to

investigate whether Handwerker’ s model holds for CLFM (i.e. ,

whether the migration velocity varies systematically with the

coherency lattice strain) .

1. CLFM in Ni-16%Nb alloy

a. Microstructure

The cast microstructure of Ni-16%Nb is shown in Figure

15. Figure 16 shows the microstructure after homogenization

heat treatment at 1290°C for 24 hours, followed by a

Precipitation heat treatment for another 72 hours at different

temperatures of 1150”C, I.1OO”C, and 105O”C. According to the

phase diagram (Figure 6) , the volume fractions of the second

phase (Ni~Nb) at these precipitation temperatures are around

: pet, 10 pet and 14 pet, respectively. These

experimentally verified.

Figure 17 shows CL7M of the samples

predictions were

precipitated at

:150°C for 72 hours and followed by isothermal holds of 1, 3,

~, 7, and 9 seconds at a peak temperature of 13000C. Figures
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3.00

7

\
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I

2.00

; 1.00.-.

0.00 4.00 8.00 12.00
Isothemal Hold (second)

14--Migration velocity vs. isothermal holding time for
of alloy 718 held at a peak temperature of 1240”C. The
represent a 90 pet confidence interval.
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Fig. 15--The cast microstructure of Ni-16%Nb alloy.
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20 pm

(b)

Fig. 16--The microstructure of Ni-16%Nb that was homogenized
at 1290°C for 24 hours, followed by a precipitation heat
treatment for another 72 hours at different temperatures of

(a) 1150°C (b) 11OO”C and (c) 105O”C.
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(a)

(b)

Fig.
that
preci
and h
3 sec

17--Light micrograph showing CLFM of Ni-16%Nb samp
were homogenized at 1290”C for 24 hours, followed b
,pitation heat treatment for another 72 hours at 1150
.eld at a peak temperature of 1300°C for (a) 1 second
ends (c) 5 seconds (d) 7 seconds and (e) 9 seconds.
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(d)

20 pm

Fig. 17-- (Continued) .
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(e)

Fig. 17--(Continued) .
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18 and 1.9 show similar results for samples precipitated at

11OO”C and 105O”C res~)ecfively.

b.

The

0.2 pet;

Analysis of (composition and precipitate volume
fraction

weight

hence,

loss during

the average

melting was found to be less than

alloy composition was assumed to

be the intended Ni-16%Nb in weight percentage. This assumption

was confirmed by the c~uantit.a”tiveEDS analysis on a sample

that was solutionized at 12’75°c for 24 hours, followed by

water quenching. One representative EDS spectrum collected

from this sample is shown in Figure 20, and the spectra of

pure Ni and Nb that were used as quantitative standards are

shown in Figure 21. The result of the quantitative EDS

analysis is shown in Table V.

According to the phase diagram, the matrix compositions

of samples precipitated at 1150°C, 11OO”C, and 105O”C are 15

pet, 14 pet, and 13 pctr respectively. Since the differences

in matrix composition among these samples are small, it was

not intended to use quantitative EDS analysis to distinguish

the compositional difference among these samples with great

accuracy. It was noted from the phase diagram that the Ni~Nb

precipitate volume fraction was significantly different, even

for 1 pet composition variations from 15 pet to 14 pet, or

from 14 pet to 13 pet. Hence, a quantitative measurement of

Ni2Nb precipitate vo 1u,me fraction was done on samples

precipitation heat treated at temperatures of 1150”C, 11OO”C,
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20 pm
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Fig. 18--Light micrograph showing CLFM of Ni-16%Nb samples

that were homogenized at 1290°C for 24 hours, followed by a
precipitation heat treatment for another 72 hours at llOO°C,

and held at a Peak temperature of 1300”C for (a)l second (b)
3 seconds (c) ~ seconds and d) 7 seconds.
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Fig. 18-- (Continued) .
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Fig. 19--Light micrograph showing CLFM of Ni-16%Nb samples
that were homogenized at 1290”C for 24 hours, followed by a
precipitation heat treatment for another 72 hours at 105O”C,
and held at a peak temperature of 1300°C for (a) 1 second (b)
3 seconds (c) 5 seconds (d) 7 seconds and (e) 9 seconds.
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Fig. 19--(Continued) .
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(e)

Fig. 19-- (Continued) “
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Fig. 20--Representative EDS spectra of Ni–16%Nb that was
solutionized at 1280”C for 24 hours, followed by water
quenching.

k
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Fig. 21--EDS spectra of (a) pure Ni and (b) pure Nb that were
used as quantitative standards.
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Table V. Quantitative EDS Analysis Using Standards

Intended Composition

Ni Nb

84% 16%

Measured Composition 83.6% 15.8%
(83.2-83.9) (15.6-16.1)

* The values reported represent the mean for five different
locations. The range is given within parentheses.

and 105O”C as an aided approach to identify whether the matrix

compositions were following the phase diagram data reasonably

closely. Table VI shows the measured Ni~Nb precipitate volume

fraction ard that calculated from the phase diagram using
..:

level rule.

Table VI. Measured and Calculated Ni~Nb Volume Fraction

Measured Calculated
Precipitated at 1150°C —
(Intended composition 15%) (6.1 30.33)% 5.5%

Precipitated at 11OO”C
(Intended composition 14%) (9.8 30.42)% 10.2%

Precipitated at 105O”C
{Intended composition 13%) (14.8t0.37)% 14.5%

The results show the matrix compositions from different

Precipitation heat treatment are consistent with that obtained

from the phase diagram. Hence, the composition data from the

phase diagram were used fclr the strain calculation to be

described in the next Sectic)n.

c. Strain calculation through x–ray diffraction

The indexed x-ray scan for Ni-12%Nb alloy, which was

:.omogenized at 1280°C for 24 hours, followed by water
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quenching, is shown in Figure 22. The related results for the

determination of lattice parameter are shown in Table VII.

Table VII. Lattice Parameter Determination of
Ni-12%Nb at 1280”c Using X-ray Diffraction

hkl 2e(”) d(~) N-R a (A)

11 1 43.951 2.0594 1.1692 3.5668

200 51.116 1.7855 0.9591 3.5710

22 0 75.291 1.2612 0.5216 3.5672

311 91.552 1.0749 0.3447 3.5650

A plot

is shown in

3.5649A.

of lattice

Figure 23.

parameter versus

The extrapolated

Nelson–Riley function

lattice parameter is

for Ni-16%Nb alloy,Similarly, the indexed x-ray scan

which was subjected to the same heat treatment, is shown in

Figure 24. The related results for the determination of

lattice parameter are shown in Table VIII.

Table VIII. Lattice Parameter Determination of
Ni-16%Nb at 1280”C Using X-ray Diffraction

hkl 26(0) d(~) N-R a (ii)

1 1 1 44.461 2.0806 2.1602 3.6035

2 0 0 50.733 1.7981 1.1852 3.5962

2 2 0 74.625 1.2708 0.9690 3.5943

311 90.500 1.0846 0.9571 3.5972
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Fig. 22--X-ray diffraction scan of Ni-12%Nb alloy that was
homogenized at 1280”C for 24 hours, followed by water
quenching.
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Fit Results

Flt1: Linear, Y=B*X+A
Equatzon:
Y = 0.00352184 * X + 3.5649
Number of data points used = 4
Average X = 0.748685
Average ‘i= 3.56?53
Regression sum of squares = 5.40741 S-006
Residual sum of squares = 1.3356 E-0C5
Coef of determination, R-squared = 0.808189
Residual mean square, sigma -hat-sq’d = 6.67801 E-006
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Fig. 23--Lattice parameter vs. N-R functicr. for ~Ni-12%Nb
alloy. The extrapolated lattice parameter is 3.5649A.
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Fig. 24--X–ray diffraction scan of Ni–16%Nb dlloy that was
homogenized at 1280”C for 24 hours, followed by water
quenching.
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A plot of lattice parameter versus Nelson-hiley function

is shown in Figure 25. The extrapolated lattice parameter is

3.5891~.

It can be seen from comparing Figure 9 with Figures 22

and 24 that there is no additional x-ray peak present in

Figures ,22 and 24, indicating that homogenizing at 1280”C

24 hours had indeed obtained single phase microstructure

both Ni-12%Nb and Ni–16%Nb alloys. The position (2 theta)

for

for

for

each of the main reflections of pure Ni (Figure 8) shifted as

Nb was added to form Ni-12%Nb (Figure 21) and N1-16%Nb (Figure

23), respectively. The shift is seen to increase with

increasing h2+k2+12 value in the sequence of 111, 200, 220, and

311.

By substituting aO,lb= 3.5891~,aClz =3.5649~, Co.lg=0.16,

and C0.12=0.12 into Eq. [17], which was shown previously, the

q is calculated to be 0.1697.

q. a0.16 a0.12

a

From the phase diagram

1

c -c
[21]

shown in Figure 6, the solid

composition in equilibrium with liquid during CLFM C’ = 17.5

pet . The matrix compositions (CO) for samples precipitated at

1150”C, I1OO”C, and 105O”C are 15 pet, 14 pet, and 13 pet,

respectively. Using Eq. [3b] below, which was shown

previously, the strains for these matrix compositions are

calculated to be 4.24x10-3, 5.94X1O-3, and 7.64x10-3,

respectively.
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Flt Results

Flt 1: Linear, Y=B,X+A
Equat>on:
1’= 0.00664734- X + 3.50908
Number of daza points used = 4
Average X = 1.31793
Average Y = 3.59784
Regressionsum of squares = 4.32649E-005
Res.dualsum of squares= 5.06385E-006
Coef of determ&nat~on,R-squared - 0.895221
Re$xdual mean square, .sIgma-hat-sqqd = 2.53192 E-006

,:

0.80G 1.200 1.600 2.000 2.400
N–R Flmction

Fig. 25–-Lattice parameter vs. N-R function for ~Ni-16%Nb
alloy. The extrapolated lattice parameter is 3.5891A.
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5 = (a-aO)/aC = q (CS-CO) [3b]

Compared with strain needed to drive migration in LFM

shown in Figure 4, the strain produced in Ni-16%Nb binary

alloy is one order of magnitude greater and, hence, is

believed to be able to drive CLFM.

2. Migration velocity measurement

A confidence interval of 90 pet was obtained for the

counting statistics for the measurements of V..and S., and the

migration velocity was calculated from Eq. [20] . A plot of

migration velocity versus isothermal holding time for samples,

which were precipitated at 1150°C, followed by isothermal

holds at a peak temperature of 1300”C, is shown in Figure 26.

Figures 27 and 28 show similar plots for samples at 11OO”C and

105O”C.

AL_
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Fig. 26–-Migration velocity versus isothermal hold for Ni -
16%Nb samples that were homogenized at 1290”C for 24 hours,
followed by a precipitation, heat treatment for another 72
hours at 1150°C. The CLFM temperature was 1300”C.
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hours at 11OO*C. The CLFM temperature was 1300”C.
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CHAPTER 4.

DISCUSSION

The coherency strain hypothesis has often been cited as

the mechanism responsible for DIGM and LFM (5,6,9,10,13). The

main scope of this dissertation is not to prove or disprove

the coherency strain hypothesis but to accept it as a basis

for discussion in this dissertation. The purpose of this

dissertation is to evaluate whether the coherency strain

hypothesis also applies for CLFM. This is done by testing

whether the model(s) of coherency strain hypothesis also

accurately describes CLFM.

CLF’M is similar to LFM characteristically, but unique in

the formation of a liquid film by constitutional liquation of

second phase precipitates on the grain boundaries. This

chapter starts with a thorough examination of the stages

involved in constitutional liquation, with the attempt to

distinguish to which stage(s) the models of coherency strain

hypothesis can be applied. A test of the coherency strain

hypothesis for CLFM in

based on whether the

modified Hillert model

alloy 718 is presented and discussed,

migration velocity predicted by the

fits the experimentally measured data.

A further test is done in an Ni-16%Nb binary alloy system

78 ‘



exhibiting CLFM to evaluate whether

model and Handwerker’s model apply

A. Application of coherency strain

79

both the modified Hillert

for CLFM.

hypothesis to CLFM

CLFM in alloy 718 has been observed to occur over a

range of temperatures from subsolidus to supersolidus

temperatures (24,29) . However, subsolidus constitutional

liquation

according

differs from supersolidus constitutional liquation

to the phase diagram. A detailed description of each

of these two processes is provided

1. Subsolidus constitutional

Subsolidus constitutional

formation of metastable liquid, as

i.n the following sections.

liquaticn

l.iquation involves the

shown in Figure 29. It can

be described by a three stage process; two stages during

heating describe the liquation process, and the third stage

describes final solidification (24).

In stage I, as shown in Figure 30(a), the precipitate

melts by establishing a diffusion couple with the matrix.

Stage I begins with the initiation of liquation and ends when

the precipitate is completely liquated (Figure 30[b]) .

Stage 11 covers the time required for the liquid

eliminate a diffusion gradient, as shown in Figures 30(c)

(d). Microstructurally, this stage is the time from when

to

and

the

precipitate finishes liquation until. the grain boundary liquid

film reaches its maximum thickness.

The kinetics of stages

ability of the liquid to wet

be described by a balance of

&

I and II should depend upon the

the grain boundaries, which can

the surface tension of forces

-— ‘-
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Fig. 29--Phase diagram showing subsolidus constitutional
liquation of particle AB at temperature TM. Compositions are
CO–matrix at room temperature, CA–average alloy, Csl-solidus,
CL1-liquid 1, CL2–liquid 2, CA~-phase AB.
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at the triple point between the grain boundary liquid and the

grain boundary. Spreading is favored if the S-L interracial

energy, ys~, is very small compared to the solid-solid

interracial energy (grain boundary energy), ~s. However, since

the metastable liquid always reacts with the solid in which

its dissolves, in the form of diffusion of solute(s) across

the S-L interface, the nonequilibrium S-L interracial energy

is extremely low in alloy 718 (26), and the liquid completely

wets the grain boundaries. During the spreading of solute(s)

along the grain boundaries, an in–plane concentration

gradient, ranging from CLl to CL*, exists, as shown in Figure

31. The concentration of the liquid in equilibrium with the

matrix along which it spreads is always given by the

Concentration~L1. It is assumed that complete mixing of

solute(s) in liquid exists since the diffusion of solute(s) in

liquid is fast with respect to solute diffusion into the

matrix from the film. Thus , it can be expected that the

concentration gradient will be eliminated at the end of stage

II. Therefore, at the end of stage II, the solute

concentration in contact with the matrix on both sides of the

liquid film will be CL1. It is assumed for this discussion

that stage III runs from the point of maximum film thickness

to the final solidification event.

The above analysis shows that when the alloy is rapidiy

heated to a subsolidus temperature which contains a tie–line

to a liquid phase, the initial volume fraction of the liquid

produced is greate~ than the equilibrium volume fraction of
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Fig. 31--Schematic of the fc)rmation of an in-plane
concentration gradient in the grain boundary liquid film
produced by constitutional liquation of AB particles. The
concentration gradient is in accorcia:ncewith the phase diagram
shown in Figure 29.



liquid. Hence,

equilibrium. The

drive the system

84

the system is not initially in chemical

role of CLFM starting from stage III is to

toward equilibrium by eliminating the excess

liquid and solute produced during stages I and II with respect

to chemical equilibrium. It should be noted from Figure 29

that CLFM could

tie line until

grain boundary.

cccur in a composition range crossing the L-S

the liquid film collapses into a solid-state

The system will ultimately reach equilibrium

when the gradient in the solid is eliminated (Figure 30[f]) .

2. Supersolidus constitutional liquation

Supersolidus constitutional liquation can be depicted

using the

stages of

phase diagram of Figure 32. The classification of

supersolidus constitutional liquation is similar to

that of subsclidus constitutional liquation; that is, the

supersolidus can also be described in a three-stage process.

Stage I, shown in Figure 33, begins with the initiation

of liquation and ends when the precipitate is completely

liquated.

Stage II covers the time required for the liquid to

eliminate a diffusion gradient, as shown in Figures 33(c) and

(d). Microstructurally, this stage is the time from when the

precipitate finishes liquation until the grain boundary liquid

film reaches its maximum thickness.

However, supersolidus constitutional liquation differs

from subsolidus constitutional liquation in stage III.

Supersolidus const~tutional liquation is only partially

A-
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liquid. Stage III: (e) CLFM to eliminate excess solutes, (f)
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“constitutional” in the sense that once equilibrium is reached

at TM, there will be a staile volume fraction of liquid, as

given by the phase diagram shown in Figure

constitutional liquation, CLFM starts at

stage III, with the compositic)n crossing

32. In subsolidus

the beginning of

the S-L tie line

given by the phase diagram (Figure 29), and stops when the

liquid is completely consumed; thus, the liquid film collapses

into a grain boundary. It is assumed for this

CLFM in supersolidus constitutional liquation

the beginning of stage III but stops once the

discussion th~t

also starts at

equilibrium by

the phase diagram is reached. A stable liquid film will still

exist at the end of CLFM (Figure 32) .

B. Test of Coherency Strain Hypc>t.hesis in CLFM of Alloy 718

The

CLFM is

applicability of the cc)herency strain hypothesis to

tested by evaluating whether the modified Hillert

model for coherency strain sufficiently describes CLFM in

alloy 718. Section 1 deals with the prediction of migration

velocity from the modified Hillert model, and Section 2 shows

the migration velocity measured from the experiments

comparison between these two, it is then possible

whether the modified Hillert moc~el also applies for

alloy 718.

. From a

to show

CLFM in

1. Migration velocity vs. isothermal hold predicted by
the modified Hillert model

When Nb solute diffuses back into the matrix from the

met.astable liquid film, the solute concentration gradient
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produces lattice strain. Under the circumstance that the

temperature for constitutional liquation is close to the

melting temperature of the alloy (i.e., T/T. >0.9 [33]),

dislocation interactions with the solute strain field on

either side of the liquid film are ignored. The coherency

strain is thus only a function of solute concentration

gradient. A thermodynamic consideration discussed

in Figure 2 leads to a concentration difference

previously

across the

liquid film between the unstressed and stressed diffusion

layers in Figure 3. This concentration difference, which is a

function of the coherency strain, becomes the driving force

term AC~ in the modified Hillert model of Eq. [11].

In the case of either sub- or supersolidus constitutional

liquation, the liquid film thickness reaches a maximum value

quickly at the end of stage II. A concentration gradient will

build up across the liquid film, as shown in Figure 34, due to

the orientation difference, according to the coherency strain

hypothesis. Thus, migration will occur toward the right in

Figure 34 to maintain interracial equilibrium. The solute flux

that must diffuse out of the distance dx into the matrix ahead

of migrating interface in time period dA will be

~= _ (C%-CS) dx_ _ (C1-CS)V

VM CIA v’ ‘
[21]

where VY is the molar volume of the solute and v is the

migration velocity. In the meantime, the flux across the

concentration ac~ over the film thickness t will be
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J=- D.%= _L~. cL
“ax L_ F_”

[22]

Equate equations 21 and 22 and rearrange, and we have the

modified Hillert model of equation 11 that was previously

shown in Chapter 1:

v = (D~*V~*dC~)/ (~l-Cs) t. [11]

It should be noted that the lateral flux has been assumed to

be zero (Figure 3). In either supersolidus or subsolidus

constitutional liquation, the lateral flux stops at the end of

stage II, at which time the film thickness reaches a maximum

value. As a result, the modified Hillert model can be used to

describe CLFM, which occurs from the beginning of stage III.

It can be seen from the mocli:fied Hillert model of Eq.

[Ill that for a specific alloy system at a given temperature,

D~ is the solute diffusivity in liquid; V~ is the molar volume

of solute, which is assumed to be constant in both the solid

and the liquid; and C: and C’ are the equilibrium solute

concentrations at the interface. Hence,

variables during isothermal liquation.

modified Hillert model woulci be tc) test

AC~ and t are the only

One way to test the

whether the migration

velc)~~ry is a function o:f driving force (dC,) and film

thickness (t) during stage III of constitutional liquation.

These two factors are v.irtual,ly impossible to measure

quantitatively in situ during CLFM. However, the variation of

LC~ with isothermal holding time ca:n be predicted using the
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Fig. 34--Derivation of Hillert’s model with the presence of a
concentration gradient across the liquid film due to
orientation difference on
interface moves a distance

each side of tie ilquid film. The
of dx over time dA.
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coherency strain hypothesis, and the variation of film

thickness t with isothermal holding time has been documented
,

(24,25) for constitutional liquation. Hence, the modified

Hillert model can be analyzed as a function of isothermal

holding time. The trend of migration velocity varying as a

function of isothermal holding time can then be predicted and

compared with that exper.imentally observed. A good fit will

then

a.

support the validity of the model.

Predicted CLFM velocity at supersolidus temperatures

Once the liquid

due to the liquation

Ni-16%Nb alloy, back

film has formed along the grain boundary

of (either NbC in alloy 718 or Ni3Nb in

diffusion of Nb into the matrix on each

side of the liquid film will occur. The time required to form

a coherently strained layer with a typical thickness of 0.001

micron on both sides of the liquid film can be approximated

using the following equation:

[23]

where x is the thickness of diffusion layer, DI is lattice

diffusivity, and A is time of diffusion. Taking x as 0.001

micron and Dl 10-T cm2/second, then the time of diffusion A is

calculated to be around one thousandth of a second. This means

that the coherently strained layer can form instantaneously

due to back diffusion of: Nb into the matrices. Given the

assumption concerning stage 111 of liquation and a large grain

size which minimizes any curvature effects, the concentration
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gradient across the liquid film can be considered as a

constant prior to reaching chemical equilibrium. Thus, a

stable AC~-strain configuration can exist until the excess Nb

relative to chemical equilibrium

which time the volume of liquid

equilibrium level. Consequently,

drops to zero and

(bC~) with time is

Consequently,

CLFM stops. The

is completely consumed, at

in the system reaches its

the driving force for CLFM

variation of driving force

shown in Figure 35.

the migration velocity varies exclusively

with the inverse of the film thickness. Hence, the migration

velocity can be predicted to increase to a peak velocity until

the equilibrium is reached. The easiest way to treat the model

mathematically is to assume that the film thickness decreases

linearly with time during CLFM. AS will be shown

experimentally, this is a fairly close assumption.

The variation of liquid volume fraction as a function of

isothermal hold in CLFM during supersolidus constitutional

liquation for alloy 718

(24) in Figure 36. The

was shown by Thompson and Radkrishnan

volume fraction of liquid was seen to

decline approximately in proportion to isothermal holding time

at a peak temperature of 1227”C. The system reached chemical

equilibrium at the 6th second of isothermal holding time and

leveled off to a stable volume fraction of liquid. The volume

fraction of liquid during stage III can be related to the film

thickness in the following equation:
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Fig, 35--Variation of driving force with time in stage III of
supersolidus constitutional liquation.
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Fig. 36--Volume fraction of liquid as a function of isothermal
hold during stage III of constitutional liquation of alloy 718
at 1227GC (Ref. 24).



Vv=st; v [24]

where VV is the volume fraction of the liquid, S, is the

surface area per unit volume occupied by the liquid, and t is

the film thickness. In stage III, where grain growth is no

longer significant due to the pinning effect of the liquid

film, the average grain size is assumed not to change with

time, so Sv is constant during stage III. Consequently, the

film thickness (t) changes in a manner proportional to VL..

Thus , the film thickness varies with isothermal holding time

in a manner shown in Figure 37.

The driving force and film thickness from the beginning

of stage III to the moment that the chemical equilibrium is

reached can be expressed in terms c)f isothermal holding time

A as the following, respectively:

ACL’= c~ [25a]

t = -KIA+Ci [25b]

where KI and Cz are positive constants.

The modified Hillert model of Eq. [11] can be treated as

a function of t and AC~ as the following:

v = K#C~/t [26]

where Kz is a positive constant accounting for a combined

constant of 3LvM(ci-c’). Equations [25] and [26] can be

combined to have

C3
v._—.

-KIA+C1
[27]
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Fig. 37--Liquid film thickness as a function of isothermal
hold during stage III of supersolidus constitutional
liquation.
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The shape of the curve represented

estimated by taking the second derivative.

the second derivative indicates that there

97

by Eq. [27] can be

A positive value of

is a minimum value,

so that the curve is concave downward, while a negative value

of the second derivative indicates that there is a maximum

value, so that the curve is concave upward. Taking the second

derivative of Eq. [27], we have

~fl . __
2CIKI

— –<0. [28]
(-KA+C )3

Hence, a combined effect o:f driving force and film

thickness on migration velocity in stage 111 can be shown in

Figure 38. The migration velocity in this stage is seen to

experience an initial increase, fc]llowed by a maximum and then

a rapid decline. Consequently, the modified Hillert model of

Eq . [11] will predict that migration velocity will vary with

time, as shown in Figure 38. One feasible experimental

approach to test the modified Hillert model would be to test

whether the migration velocity varies with

the prediction by the model just presented

migration velocity will increase, reach a

drop to zero with time) .

time according to

(i.e., whether the

maximum, and then

b. Predicted CLFM velocity at subsolidus temperatures

CLFM at subsolidus temperatures can be expected to vary

with isothermal holding time in a similar manner to

supersolidus temperatures . However, CLFM at subsolidus

temperatures can occur in the composition range that allows



(
Aeq.

Isothermal holding time A (second)

Fig. 38-–Migration velocity vs. isothermal holding time
predicted by the modified Hillert model for supersolidus
constitutional liquation.
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the liquid to cross the L-S tie line toward complete solid, at

which point the liquid fil:m collapses into a grain boundary.

Therefore, the variation of migration velocity with isothermal

holding time can be predicted i.n a manner synonymous with

Figure 38.

Although no systematic results have been found on how the

thickness of the liquid film varies during LFM/CLFM, a minimum

liquid film thickness can be assumed to exist below which the

liquid film will break up into isolated

eventually disappear by diffusion, or the

surfaces until it is of atomic dimensions,

liquid blocks and

film may wet the

at which point it”

obtains the character of a grain boundary. Hence, CLFM

migration will terminate.

In summary, both super- and subsolidus constitutional

liquation can be divided into three stages of liquation, film

growth, and migration. A concentration gradient across the

liquid film can develop due to orientation differences

according to the coherency strain hypothesis. CLFM is assumed

to occur at the beginning of stage III. For supersolidus

constitutional liquation, CLFM will stop once the chemical

equilibrium determined by the phase diagram has been reached,

by which time the excess Nb relative to the chemical

equilibrium is complete)’ de:pleted. For subsolidus

constitutional liquation, CL FM will continue until the

nonequilibrium liquid is completely depleted, The migration

velocity is predicted by the mc>dified Hillert model to

increase to a maximum and drop t’o zero for both super- and
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subsolidus constitutional liquation. For supersolidus

constitutional liquation, migration velocity drops to zero

because the chemical equilibrium of the system has been

reached, while for subsolidus constitutional liquation,

migration velocity drops to zero because the liquid is

completely consumed. In either case, the shape of the

migration velocity versus isothermal hold curve will be the

same as long as the modified Hillert model holds.

2. Experimental test of the modified Hillert model

The migration velocity is predicted by the modified

Hillert model to vary as a function of isothermal holding

time . It will increase to a peak velocity and then drop to

zero rapidly for CLFM during either supersolidus or subsolidus

constitutional liquation (Figure 38) .

Experimentally, similar curves have been obtained in CLFM

of alloy 718, as shown in Figures 12 and 14 for a peak

temperature of 1227°C

shows that at a peak

and 1240°C,

temperature

respectively. Figure 12

of 1227”C, the migration

velocity increases and reaches a peak velocity at the 6th

around zero at

A similar

was subjected

temperature of

second of isothermal hold. The migration is observed to be

the 8th second of isothermal hold.

tendency has also been cbser~-sd when alloy 718

to an isothermal holding cycle at a peak

1240”C. As shown in Figure 14, the migration

velocity varies as a function of isothermal holding time. It

quickly reaches a peak velocity at the 5th second of

isothermal hold and then stops at the next observation.
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All these predictions and experimental evidence indicate

that the modified Hillert model holds for CLFM of alloy 718

and that the coherency strain

the behavior observed for CLFM

C . Test of Coherency Straifi
Exhibiting CLFM

hypothesis correctly predicts

in alloy 718.

Hypothesis Using Binary Alloy

CLFM was initially discovered in alloy 718, a multi-

c:omponent system. When NbC on the grain boundary liquates

constitutionally, the solutes in the liquid film spread along

the boundary, forming a diffusion couple with the Ni matrix,

thereby leading to the occurrence of CLFM. However, alloy 718

is such a complex system that many other matrix elements (Fe,

Cr, etc. ) and boundary elements (B, C, etc.) may contribute

to the occurrenceof CLFM. It is thus enlightening to study a

binary system such as

The significance

Ni--Nb.

of stud:ying CLFM in a binary alloy

s,ystem is that the individual role of each element can be

identified. In addition, the constitutional liquation of a

specific binary system can be traced in terms of specific

compositions given by the

with the guidelines that

binary alloys. The test

phase diagram. This section starts

were followed in search of CLFM in

of the modified Hillert model and

Handwerker’s model on a proper binary alloy system is then

presented.
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1. Guidelines for searching CLFi’4in binary alloys

Because CLFM is similar to LFM in many ways, the

conditions for LFM are usually also required for CLFM. The

early search of CLFM started with

exhibit DIGM and LFM. However, the

systems that were found to

occurrence of CLFM requires

that additional conditions be met.

a. Atomic misfit strain

In most systems observed to exhibit DIGM, LFM, or CLFM

(1-13), the atomic misfit strain was found to be greater than

10% in absolute value. This range Of atOmlC Rlisfit Strain

corresponds to diffusion species that will form

substitutional diffusion. A slow lattice diffusivity due to

substitutional diffusion will favor the accumulation of the

coherently strained layer ahead of the migrating interface.

b. Homologous temperature

If a coherency strain hypothesis holds for CLFM, then it

might be expected that a temperature would exist above which

coherent lattice strain could no longer be developed. The

calculation normally made to describe the potential strain in

the matrix associated with the addition of a solute atom is a

ratio of atomic size difference over the original atomic size.

However, such a calculation begins to lose meaning as the

melting point of the matrix is approached. A homologous

temperature

temperature

pure matrix

(The) is defined as the migration or liquation

of the system relative to the melting point of the

element. At this high value of T~,, the lattice is
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greatly expanded with thermal energy and the solute atoms have

significant space in which’to be accommodated without strain.

Thus , T~, has to be taken into consideration in search of CLFM

in binary alloys.

c. Grain boundary nettability

The pre-condition for the occurrence of CLFM is that the

liquid film produced from liquating precipitates can wet and

spread along the grain boundaries. The binary alloy systems

are thus sought based on whether the precipitates on the

boundary can liquate ancl spread along the boundary. A good

indication of nettability is that a continuous intergranular

precipitate can be obtained on the grain boundary by proper

heat treatment.

d.

In

diagram

Phase diagram requirement

addition to the above-mentioned conditions, a phase

requirement has to be met in the alloy system that has

been observed to exhibit CLFM. The phase diagram of the chosen

alloy should allow a relatively wide range of precipitation

heat treatment

constitutional

in the Gleeble

temperature (Figure 6) . The peak temperature of

liquation should be low enough to be achieved

1000 system.

2. Test of coherency strain hypothesis in binary alloy

Binary alloy systems initially sought for CLFM included

A1-4%CU, Co-10Nb, Mo-l%Nb, Ni-36%Mo, and Ni-16%Nb. The latter

two systems were found to have all the above requirements and

to exhibit significant CLFM. The Ni.-l6%Nb alloy was used to
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conduct a systematic test of the coherency strain hypothesis,

as discussed in the following sections.

a. Test of the modified Hillert model

When the binary alloy shown in Figure 39 is given

different precipitate growth temperatures TI and T2, the matrix

compositions will be CCI and C ~z, respectively. The volume

fraction of precipitates will be greater for the system that

is precipitated at a lower temperature (Tz). When these two

alloy systems are rapidly heated to the same constitutional

liquation temperature TN, it can be expected that at the enu

of stage II, the volume fraction of liquid will be greater for

the system that has a greater volume fraction of precipitates.

Thus , the initial film thickness is greater for the system

that has a higher initial volume fraction of precipitates.

However, it can be expected that the film thickness with

different initial values will reduce to the same minimum value

at the end of CLFM

This minimum film

precipitate volume

when the solute is completely depleted.

thickness is independent of initial

fraction as long as the constitutional

liquation temperature remains the same. The only difference is

that it takes longer for the system with a higher volume

fraction of liquid to reach the same minimum film thickness.

The thickness of the liquid film varies in proportion to the

liquid volume fraction according to Eq. [241 (previously

shown) :

v,”.= s,,t ; [24]
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Fig. 39--Schematic showing a binary alloy with average
composition CA precipitated at different temperatures T1 and
Tz to obtain different matrix compositions COI and C.z,
respectively. Notice the volume fraction of AB phase will be
greater at a lower precipitatic)n temperature.
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therefore, the variation of liquid film thickness (t) with

time is approximately linear and can be shown in Figure 40.

The concentration gradient across the liquid film can be

evaluated from Eq. [9], which was previously shown in chapter

1.

ACL= #(Y(FJ-Y (~) )I?(C’-CO) 2+20(XA-XB)]
c~(l-c~)

[9]
(C1-C’)

Once migration occurs into a grain at a given peak

temperature and curvature effect, the above equation becomes

the following:

[29]

It can be seen from the equation that the concentration

gradient varies with grain orientation. Once the alloy system

and migrating grain pairs are fixed, the concentration becomes

a sole function of concentration gradient. Therefore, the

concentration gradient will be a constant for each alloy

system precipitated at a specific temperature. However, for

alloy systems precipitated at different temperatures, the

concentration gradient will be a function of (CS-CO). Figure

39 shows that an alloy system that is precipitated at a lower

temperature will have a greater (CS-CO) value and thereby a

greater driving force. The starting film thickness will be

greater, resulting from a higher volume fraction of AB

particles at a lower precipitation temperature. Thus, the time

required to reach the same minimum film thickness will be
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E’ig. 40-- Film thickness as a f!u:nctionof isothermal holding
time in stage III of subsolidus constitutional liquation for
different starting film thicknesses due to different initial
volume fraction of second phase precipitates.
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longer. The migration velocity for each alloy precipitated at

I

from the modified Hillert model can then be obtained

combining Figures 40 and 41. The resulting plot is shown

Figure 42.

The experimental proof supporting the above theoretical

discussion has been found in the CLFM study of the binary

alloy Ni-16%Nb. The Ni-16%Nb alloy was precipitated at

temperatures of 1150°C, I1OO”C, and 1050°C. The samples were

exposed to CLFM at a peak temperature of 1300°C for varying

isothermal holding times. The plots of migration velocity

versus isothermal holding time are shown in Figures 26-28.

The variation of migration velocity versus isothermal

holding time in CLFM of Ni-16%Nb binary alloy shown in Figures

26-28 is seen to be similar to those observed in CLFM of alloy

718, as shown in Figures 12 and 14. It should be noted that

different temperatures will reach a peak value

minimum film thickness is reached. The highest peak

when the

migration

velocity occurs when the film thickness of the alloy system

precipitated at the lowest temperature reached the minimum

value. Thus. a plot of concentration gradient versus

isothermal holding time can be shown in Figure 41 for two

alloys that are precipitated at different temperatures. A plot

of migration velocity versus isothermal holding time predicted

by

in

stages I and 11 of constitutional

expected to be complete prior

isothermal hold (24 27; . so all

liquation in this alloy are

to the first second of

the plots shown here are
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1 (L%),—

(AC,),

Al A,
Isothermal Holdinn Time (sc+cond\

Fig. 41--Concentration gradient across the liquid film as a
function of isothermal holding time in stage III of subsolidus
constitutional liquation for different starting concentration
gradients but same orientation c(ependent modulus.
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V2

A

Al ‘&

Isothermal holding time A (second)

Fig. 42--Migration velocity as a function of isothermal
holding time in stage III of subsolidus constitutional
liquation. Different curves result from the modified Hillert
model that combines film thickness and concentration gradient
from Figures 40 and 41.



assumed to start

For the Ni-16%Nb

shown in Figure

increase, reach

111

from stage 111 of constitutional liquation.

alloy that was precipitated at 1150°C, as
L

26, the migration velocity is observed to

a

isothermal hold, and

of observation. The

also shown in Figure

peak velocity at the 3rd second of

quickly c!ecline to zero at the 5th second

Ni-16%Nb alloy precipitated at 11OO”C is

27 to have a higher peak velocity at the

3rd second of isothermal hold and to reach zero velocity at

the 5th second of observation. The Ni-16%Nb alloy precipitated

at 105O”C

second of

second of

is seen to have the highest peak velocity at the 5th

isothermal hold and to decline to zero

observation.

A plot combining Figures 26-28 is shown in

Comparing Figure 43 with Figure 42, it can be

experimental results match the trend of theoretical

well.

The

binary

of LFM

of LFM

L
JJ

al

at the 7th

Figure 43.

seen that

prediction

match between

loy and those

the experimental results of CLFM in the

predicted, by the modified Hillert model

clearly indicates that the coherency strain hypothesis

can be used to describe CLFM in the binary alloy.

Test of Handwerker’s model

Once migration is initiated for

a given constitutional temperature,

a given alloy system at

the driving force is a

constant if the curvature effect is ignored. The curvature

effect was shown to be much less significant than the lattice

strain (3,9,10) term. Figures 1,8-20 show that the migrating
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Fig. 43-–Migration velocity versus isothermal
16%Nb samples that were ho~ogenized at 1290”C

— I
8.00

hold for Ni-
for 24 hours,

followed by a precipitation heat treatment for another
hours at 1150°C, 11OO”C, and 105O”C.
1300”C.

The CLFM temperature

,

72
was
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interface is fairly flat as grain growth was very significant

during precipitation heat treatment, creating a large grain

size (>200 urn); therefore the assumption that the curvature

effect was insignificant and could be ignored appeared to be

reasonable in this study. Thus, the driving force can be

expressed as the following equation, assuming the migration is

into grain A:

Vm
AC =—

[
Y(~)?q2(c’-co) J2 c~(l-c~)

L RT (c~-c’) “
[29]

This concentration gradient represents the maximum driving

force for CLFM. The corresponding migration velocity will be

[30]

When dealing

Ni-16%Nb binary

temperatures, the

sc>lidus liquation

different initial

precipitates. The

with the peak migration velocity for each

alloy system precipitated at different

film thickness in this equation for sub-

becomes the same minimum film thickness for

volume fractions of second phase (Ni~Nb)

curvature effect is minimized by a large

grain size, as witnessed in Figure 16 for the Ni-16%Nb system.

At a given temperature, molar volume, diffusivity, and

equilibrium compositions at the interface are all constant.

Hence, it can be seen for a (given

moc~ulus from the above equation that

should vary as a function of lattice

orientation dependent

the migration velocity

strain 5’ (where a 6 =
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rIICS-CO]), resulting from the precipitation heat treatment of

the Ni-16%Nb alloy systems at different temperatures. As a

result, Handwerker’s model of Eq. [30] can be tested by

evaluating whether the migration velocity varies as a function

of lattice strain 52. Similar work was done in LFM by Song et

al. (13), as shown in Figure 4. This result provided

convincing evidence that coherency lattice strain is the

driving force for LFM.

For a

(Figure 6),

the matrix

well defined binary system such as an Ni–Nb system

C’ is the composition of the precipitate and CO is

composition. When CLFM occurs in a system such as

Ni-16%Nb, precipitates of NijNb can be grown at a range of

temperatures to yield different matrix compositions (co),

while the precipitate concentration remains constant as Cs. The

calculations in the section “Strain calculation through x-ray

diffraction” in Chapter 3 has shown that the lattice strain at

these CC compositions is around 0.001, almost one order of

magnitude greater than what is necessary to drive migration,

as shown in Figure 4. If it can be proven that migration

velocity varies as a function of (CS-CO) in a parabolic curve,

then it can be argued that the coherency strain hypothesis

holds for CLFM.

The lattice strain calculation was done using lattice

parameter measurement by x-ray diffraction and using Eq. [17],

shown previously in Chapter 3:



‘0.16 a0.12 1q. —.
a c -c “
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[17]

The lattice parameter of an Ni-16%Nb alloy, a~.~G,was measured

to be 3.5891A (Figure 23). The lattice parameter for an Ni-

1.2%Nb alloy, aO.lz,was measured to be 3.5649A. Putting Co,lG=

0.16 and Co.lz= 0.12 into Eq. [IL71, the q is calculated to be

0.1697.

From the phase diagram

composition in equilibrium w:

shown in Figure 6, the solid

th liquid during CLFM is Cs =

17.5%. The matrix compositions (CO) for samples precipitated

at 1150”C, 11OO”C, and 105O”C are 15 pet, 14 pet, and 13 pet,

respectively.

these matrix

5.94x10-3, and

Using Eq. [3b] in Chapter 1, the strains for

compositioris are calculated to be 4.24x10-3,

7.64x10-3, respectively.

A plot of the peak migration velocity for CLFM of binary

alloy Ni–16%Nb versus different lattice strains resulting from

different precipitation heat treatments is shown in Figure 44.

The dependence of peak migration velocity on lattice strain is

clearly seen. Similar to the liquid phase sintering work in an

Mo--Ni alloy by Song et al. (13), as shown in Figure 4, a

parabolic curve was obtained. This is convincing evidence that

Handwerker’s model applies to CLFM, indicating the coherency

strain hypothesis holds for CLFM. It should be noted that in

Figure 44 the migration velocity is assumed to be zero when 5

is zero, according to the coherency strain hypothesis.
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I
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11OO”C Precipitation -
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0.00 1
I I
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Strain (103)

Fig. 44--Peak migration velocity as a function of strain
during CLFM for samples precipitated at different
temperatures.
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D. Experimental Error

Two main sources of experimental error were considered

during the experimental wor!<. One source was from the

measurement of migration velocity using the Cahn-Hagel

equation. A systematic error was involved when measuring the

slope dVv/dA, where Vv is the vc>lume fraction of newly formed

solid solution behind the migrating interface and A is the

isothermal holding time. The slope was measured consistently

for different isothermal holding times, so systematic error

w,as kept to a minimum.

The other main source of experimental error was from the

determination of the time at which the migration velocity

reached a maximum peak velocity. The migration velocity was

observed at isothermal holding times of 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9

seconds of isothermal hold, respectively. The peak velocity

was assumed to be at the integer second of the observation. In

reality, the peak migration velocity might lead or lag behind

the observed peak migratic]n velc)city.

The correlation between experimental results and

predicted behavior is taken as an indication that this

ex:perimental design error did not significantly alter the

analysis.



CHAPTER 5.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

A. The Applicability of the Coherency Strain H~othesis of
LFM to CLFM in Alloy 718

The coherency strain hypothesis was tested by evaluating

whether the modified Hillert mode 1 used by previous

researchers to describe LFM could also be applied to CLFM. For

both super- and subsolidus constitutional liquation, the CLFM

migration velocity was predicted to vary as a function of

isothermal holding time using the modified Hillert model.

Migration was predicted to increase to a maximum peak velocity

and then quickly drop to zero during isothermal hold.

Experimental results of CLFM in alloy 718 at both 1227°C and

1240”C showed that migration velocity followed this trend

predicted by the modified Hillert model. This indicates that

the coherency strain hypothesis for LFM also describes CLFM.

It was thus concluded that the lattice strain was the driving

force for CLFM.

B. The Applicability of the Coherency Strain Hypothesis of
LFM to CLFM in Ni-16%Nb Binary Alloy

1. Test of the modified Hillert model

CLFM was successfully sought in an Ni-16%Nb binary alloy

system. Samples of Ni-16%Nb alloy were precipitated at

118
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temperatures of 1150”C, 11OO”C, and 105O”C to yield different

volume fractions of NijNb precipitates. An isothermal cycle
,

treatment at 1300”C allowed a subsolidus constitutional

liquation according to the phase diagram.

The experimental results showed that migration velocity

varied as a function of isothermal. holding time, following the

trend predicted by the Hillert. This

that the coherency strain hypothesis

2. Test of Handwerker’s model

result was taken as proof

correctly describes CLFM.

The peak migration velocity

the precipitation temperatures .

was found to

The lower

temperature yielded a higher lattice strain in

be related to

precipitation

the diffusion

layer ahead of the migrating interface, thus causing a higher

peak velocity. Handwerker’s model predicted that the peak

velocity would vary with lattice strain in a parabolic manner

for LFM . The experimental results in this dissertation

de.monstrated that this was also the case for CLFM. Thus, the

coherency strain hypothesis of this model was also found to

describe CLFM.

I
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